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SOCIAL

PROGRAMS USED

Southampton Solent University
BA hons Degree in Animation
2005 - 2008

University for the Creative Arts Rochester
Foundation Degree in Art and Design
2004 - 2005

EDUCATION

Docler Holding
Motion Graphic Designer
2014 - 2015

Working on animations and 2D graphics for web 
videos, animated emojis, motion logos, banner ads 
and TV videos. Also creating mock-up layout designs 
for web, device apps and tv channel app.for web, device apps and tv channel app.

PwC Luxembourg
Senior Motion Graphic Designer
Nov 2015 - Sep 2019

Creating motion graphics from scripts, concept to 
final video. Filming in studio and on location, editing 
footage, sound recording and editing. Videos would 
be made for events, info-graphics, monthly catch-ups, be made for events, info-graphics, monthly catch-ups, 
internal use, external client use, academy training.

Pictet Technologies
Content Designer
Oct 2019 - Present

Create designs for web, social media, brochures, 
newsletters, fliers and manuals. Work on creating videos 
and illustrative designs for communications to meet
corporate standacorporate standards for clarity, tone, style and correctness 
and developing and improving communication materials. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

ADDRESS  :   54b, Rue des Ateliers 
       Pétange L4908, 
       Luxembourg

EMAIL  :    luke.e.hunt@gmail.com

WEBSITE  :   www.luke-hunt.com

PHONE  :    +352 621 333 910

A graphic designer and video editor, Luke has over 6 years of experience in the world of communication,
multimedia and new technologies. He is a meticulous observer, he is as quick as he is efficient and good at
telling bad jokes.

Trained in Design & Animation at Solent University in Southampton, UK, Luke is curious, creative and
self-motivating. He enjoys working along side other professionals being able to communicate ideas
and concepts whilst giving and receiving creative feed back.

He loves lunch bHe loves lunch breaks, takes the biggest burger at the restaurant, collecting retro games, clean visuals, harmony,
service, working in a team, the cinema, special effects and animated films and painting miniatures for D&D. His
online portfolio showcases some work, you can see these projects if you head over to luke-hunt.com.
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